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Hello everyone
!
I want to start with a big
congratulations to Anna Louise
for getting her book of poems
ʻ T h e P u r p l e Wa s A l r e a d y
There... A Journey Through
Mental Healthʼ published by
Chipmunka Publishing (a great
online publisher that gives a
voice to people with mental
health issues around the world).
Her book is a bargain at only £5.
Iʼm hoping to catch up with her,
and maybe get her tell us about
the experience and to contribute
a poem or two for the next issue.
We are having an Extraordinary
General Meeting (see p 38/39),
everyone is welcome, and if you
already enjoy attending the
Bridge Community Meetings,
then you might be interested in
becoming a director.

Big thank yous to all the people
who have contributed to this
issue, John, Sarah, Natallie,
Nicola, Philip and Andrew.
For information about how to
contribute to the next issue see
the inside of the back
cover.
best w#hes

Bev

This newsletter has contributions from people who
share their perspectives and opinions.
The views expressed are not necessarily shared or
endorsed by the Bridge Collective.
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AUGUST
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
1

!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm
111111111111111
!.Experts by
Experience 12.00pm

5

6
!.Social Anxiety
Group
7.15pm- 9pm

7

2

3

Sunday
4

!.Underground
!.Rainbow Mind
Sound
2.30-4pm (see
12.00-6.00pm
below)
111111111111111
" Escot

8
!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

Saturday

9
!.Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm …

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

23

24

25

!.Bridge Open Day !.Underground
10.00am-4.00pm
Sound
12.00-6.00pm
111111111111111
! Bridge Community
Group 1.20-3.20

19

20

21

!.Womans Art.
Group
10.00am-12.00

!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

26
!.Womans Art.
Group
10.00am-12.00

22

27

28
" Walk

29
!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

!.Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm

".Allotment
2.00-7.00pm

30

31

!.Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm
111111111111111
" Escot

! = Event held at the bridge, (king street)
" = Greenwood project held at various locations (See Page 7)
Please note rainbowmind may take a break this summer

SEPTEMBER
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
1

2
!.Womans Art.
Group
10.00am-12.00

4

!.Social Anxiety
Group
7.15pm- 9pm

9
! Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00

3

10

5
!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm
111111111111111
!.Experts by
Experience
General Meeting
12.00-1.30pm
111111111111111
!.Hearing Voices
2.30pm-4.30pm

11

12
!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm
111111111111111
! Bridge
Extraordinary
General Meeting
1.20-3.20

6

7

8

!.Rainbow Mind ".Allotment
2.30-4pm (see
2.00-7.00pm
below)

!.Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm

13
!.Underground
" Escot Camp
Sound
12.00-6.00pm
111111111111111
" Escot Camp
111111111111111

14

15
" Escot Camp

! Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00

16

23
! Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00
111111111111111
"Sharing Circle
1.00-3.00pm

17

24

18

25

19

!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

26
!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

20

21

22

28

29

!.Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm
! Community
Building at the
Bridge

27
!.Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm
111111111111111
" Escot

30
! Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00

! = Event held at the bridge, (king street)
" = Greenwood project held at various locations (See Page 7)
Please note rainbowmind may take a break this summer

OCTOBER
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
1

Thursday
2

!.Social Anxiety
Group
7.15pm- 9pm

7
! Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00

Friday
3

Saturday
4

!.Bridge Open Day !.Underground
10.00am-4.00pm
Sound
111111111111111
12.00-6.00pm
!.Experts by
Experience 12.00pm
1 111111111111111
!.Discussion Group
2.30pm - 4pm
11111111111111

8

9

5

6

!.Rainbow Mind
2.30-4pm (see
below)

10

11

!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm
111111111111111
! Bridge Community
Group 1.20-3.20

!.Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm 1
111111111111111
" Escot
212-6pm……

Sunday

12

13
".Allotment
2.00-7.00pm

14

15

16

! Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00
111111111111111
" Walk

21

17
!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

22

23

! Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00

19

20

25

26

27

!.Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm

24
!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

18

!.Underground
Sound
12.00-6.00pm
111111111111111
…

" Escot

28

! Womens Art
Group
10.00am-12.00
111111111111111

29

30

31
!.Bridge Open Day
10.00am-4.00pm

! = Event held at the bridge, (king street)
" = Greenwood project held at various locations (see page 7)
Please note rainbowmind may take a break this summer
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Greenwood Project
fancy a breath of fresh air?

August

Sun 25th Allotment 2-7pm
Wed 28th Canal/river walk. Meet at the quay at 11.00am. Bring a
packed lunch, or money to buy lunch.
Fri 30th Escot - gardening

September
Sun 8th Allotment 2-7pm
Fri 13th - Sun 15th Escot Camp. £30 for food and camping.
Booking forms on our website, or from the Bridge. Talk to Andrew or
Bev for more information.
Mon 23rd Autumn Sharing Circle 1-3pm at Escot. Bring food to
share. Theme: harvest

October
Mon 7th

You choose, let us know what you would
like to do? It might be a favourite walk, or a
visit to somewhere new.

Fri 11th Escot - pewter casting
Sun 13th Allotment 2-7pm
Mon 14th See Mon 7th - you choose
Fri 25th Escot - gardening

The meeting place for Escot is at Exeter Central at 10.00 am,
and for the Sharing Circles is 12.00 pm.
Please note that you will
need to pay your own bus
Andrew Barkla (07855 633304) or train fare for Greenwood
events. We also ask for a
or Bev Slade (07967 123 579)
greenwoodproject@hotmail.co.uk £1.50 contribution towards
any food and drink
provided.
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Dear Newsletter Readers,
The Bridge Collective is looking for a small outdoor space
within easy access of Exeter city, which we can use to
create a garden (growing herbs, flowers and a few
vegetables) and meet at to have barbecues. We have an
organic/wildlife-friendly approach to gardening.
We currently have an allotment where we meet monthly
(on a Sunday) but as attendance fluctuates and our
time to maintain the plot is limited, we are seeking a
new venue that is more suitable to our requirements.
Ideally, the space would have most, or all of the following
• cheap (or free!) rent
• a water supply would be great
• wheelchair access
• for us to be able to put a shed up
• to be able to have barbecues
• within walking distance of the city centre
If you know of such a place, or have any ideas of other
people/organisations that we can contact please let us
know at
bridgecollective@hotmail.co.uk or 01392 433358
!

Thank you and best wishes

!

!

!

Bev
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Natallie’s Nature Notes
Here comes summer (hopefully)
With all the different colours of nature!
In it's vibrant explosion of life!
This summer does adorn
Following a spring of rain and strife.!!!

By Natallie

I am sure that it is no great surprise to hear that spring
is about 3 weeks behind.! So the trees are in leaf and
the blossom is out at the same time, which is quite
unusual in this England of ours.!
As l am sure you know the bees
are in real danger - so l have
featured them here.!In Great
Britain we are thought to have
25 different species of Bumble
Bee, but most lost to habitat
destruction,! we have estimated
that we have lost 97% of
flower- rich grass lands since
the 1930's, so there simply isn't enough foot to sustain
large populations of bees anymore.!
There are 3 Devon bumble bees to see, they are as
follows; the red tailed bumble bee, Queens and workers
have a black body with an orangey-red tip to the tail, the
male has additional!yellow markings on the face and
thorax, these have short tongues and prefer flowers
which have small florets, such as daisies, dandelions and
thistles.
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The garden bumble bee, has the same marking for Queen,
worker and male - three yellow bands with a white tail,
the face is particularly long these have long!tongues,
suited to deep flowers, such as foxgloves and dead
nettles.!Tree bumble bees, a new arrival but one which is
spreading rapidly, first recorded in the U.K. in 2001 and
Devon in 2010, orangey-brown thorax, black abdomen,
white tail!prefers to nest in trees, often uses nest boxes.!
Remember a small wild life meadow patch will
attract!huge numbers of bees and look absolutely
stunning.
Now, on to river dwellers - the Otter. It’s a top predator
in river systems, it's declined dramatically, due to dioxin
poisoning in the 1950s and 60s, but I'm happy to say it's
recovering strongly and is to be found in every county in
Britain, with it's wiry brown coat and love of fish, which
is mostly
!!!!!
! their staple diet - yum!!!!
The Kingfisher is undoubtedly one of the most
colourful birds in the country, everybody
knows it's darting along rivers and streams.
Sometimes one can only catch a glimpse of its
blue and orange plumage as it dives for food,
it also needs high natural riverbanks in which
to excavate it's nest tunnels.!The riverbanks birds also
consists of the unassuming Dipper it has very clear
markings, a pure white ‘bib’ (under chin and chest) collides
with quite dull chestnut plumage over it's belly head and
back. The main call is a sharp “tzit” it's habitat is fast
flowing rivers and streams and such like, where it literally
‘dips’ - bobs up and down in the water.
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!!!!
We now take a look at Meadow
Sweet, it has very small flowers!
lots of them altogether from
a!wonderful head of creamy white
flowers on a slender stem, the stem
of the main plant is dark red. The
leaves are maple like in style, as!you have guessed much
smaller they have dark green leaves and are deeply
grooved. It can grow up to 1:5 metres high the scent of
the flower, that will probably first attract you to it rather like spicy vanilla. It's as fragrant and heady as
Elderflower and indeed!Meadow Sweet!can be cooked
and prepared in the same way as Elderflower which can
be used in recipes - l'm thinking of Meadow Sweet Mead
- also the leaves taste good too with a lightly
aniseedy!flavour and make as great addition to soups and
salads (but do not pick it unless you are VERY SURE you
know what it is).!
Hed#rows all alive
Wi$ birds and gnats and lar# white bu%erflies
Which look as if & may flower had caught life
And palpitated fo'h upon & wing
by Bro(ing

!!

Bye for now
Natallie

Some information is sourced from!
Devon Wildlife Trust Magazine and Hedgerow Handbook!
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Quotes
What we don’t recognise is that holding
onto resentment is like holding onto your
breath. You’ll soon start to suffocate.
Deepak Chopra

Success is liking yourself, liking what you do,
and liking how you do it.
Maya Angelou

i

The secret of change is to focus all of your energy,
not on fighting the old, but on building the new.
Socrates

In order to succeed,
we must first believe
that we can.
Nikos Kazantzakis

l

j

s
Always be a first-rate version of
yourself, instead of a second-rate
version of somebody else.
Judy Garland

You!re only given a little spark of
madness" you mustn!t lose it#
Robin Williams

n

b

z
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Homemade
Zebra
Cake
Ingredients:
4 large eggs — at room temperature
1 cup granulated sugar — (8 oz / 250 g)
1 cup milk — (8 fl oz / 250 ml) at room temperature
1 cup oil — (8 fl oz / 250 ml) vegetable or canola is fine
2 cups all-purpose flour — (10 oz / 300 g)
1/3 teaspoon vanilla powder
1 tablespoon baking powder
2 tablespoons dark cocoa powder

Make it like this:
Step 1. In a large mixing bowl, combine eggs and sugar. Using a hand-held
electric mixer or wire whisk beat until the mixture is creamy and light in color.
Step 2. Add milk and oil, and continue beating until well blended.
Step 3. In a separate bowl, combine and mix flour, vanilla powder and baking
powder. Gradually add the flour mixture to the wet ingredients and beat just
until the batter is smooth and the dry ingredients are thoroughly incorporated.
Do not overbeat – air pockets may form.
Step 4. Divide the mixture into 2 equal portions. Keep one portion plain. Add
cocoa powder into another and mix well.
Step 5. Preheat the oven to 350 (180C).
Step 6. Lightly grease the pan with oil. If you don’t have non-stick baking pan,
grease whatever pan you have and line with parchment paper.
Step 7. Scoop 3 heaped tablespoons of plain batter into the middle of the
baking pan. Then scoop 3 tablespoons of cocoa batter and pour it in the
center on top of the plain batter. Very important! Do not stop and wait until the
previous batter spreads! Do not spread the batter or tilt the pan to distribute
the mixture. It will spread by itself and fill the pan gradually. Continue
alternating the batters until you finish them.
Step 8. Bake in the oven for about 40 minutes. Do not open the oven door at
least the first 20 minutes or the cake will shrink and will not rise. A toothpick
inserted into the center should come out clean. Remove from the oven.
Immediately run a small thin knife around the inside of the pan to loosen the
cake, then invert the cake onto a cooking rack. Turn the cake back over and
let cool. You can sprinkle the top of the cake with some powdered sugar or
leave it plain.
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Next general meeting:
Experts by Experience usually meets at 12 midday on the first Thursday of the
month.
Feel free to bring your lunch. All welcome. Come along to find out more, to
support or take part in experts by experience work. It’s possible to come to a
training session as ‘a fly on the wall’ to see if it’s something you’d like to do to take part speaking at a future session.
In August Experts by Experience is taking a summer break - so our next
general meeting is: Thursday 5th September 2013, 12 midday - 1.30 pm
Any questions:
Please call Nicola on: 07812 439818 or email:
expertsbexperience@hotmail.co.uk

September and October 2013 - opportunities
Speaking to trainee doctors
3-5pm,
Monday 9th & Monday 16th September,
Exeter

Speaking about experiences, beliefs and feelings that have sometimes
been labelled as mental illness.
The trainee doctors haven’t specialized in working in a particular area yet;
some will go on to work in physical health and some in mental health.
Aims:
* To give trainee doctors a chance to talk with people about personal
experience of mental health issues outside of a doctor patient setting.
* To hear personal examples of helpful practice when patients see a physical
or mental health doctor.
* To help trainee doctors gain understanding of different perspectives on
mental health
* To help trainee doctors gain in confidence having conversations about
different perspectives and experiences.!
Planning meeting If you are interested in doing this work, please come to the
planning meeting: Thursday 5th September at 1.30 pm at the Bridge
Collective

"#

Speaking to psychology
students
Thurs 17th and Thurs 24th October,
11 am – 4pm
Plymouth
These students are studying psychology and many will be keen to go on and
study clinical psychology
We’ll be speaking about our personal experiences, beliefs and feelings that
have sometimes been labelled as mental illness. - using the following themes:

Day 1
• isolation and belonging
• marginalisation and community

• seeing hearing sensing things other people don’t

Day 2
• what helps?
• coping strategies- including self harm
• personal meanings of experience
• faith and inspiration
• Wellness Recovery Action Plan (WRAP plan)

Planning meeting
If you are interested in doing this work, please come to the planning meeting:
Thursday 3rd October at 1.30 pm at the Bridge Collective

"$

Speaking to trainee
clinical
psychologists

Speaking about experiences of voices,
visions and unusual beliefs that have
sometimes been labelled as psychosis
What will the session look like: we
will plan the session to use a
combination of individual talks,
exercises in small groups and new
ideas brought to the planning meeting.
Each person will have 15–20 min to
talk about personal experience of
seeing, hearing or sensing things that
other people don’t. Please ask if you'd
like to make a time to plan what you'd
like to say.
Planning meeting: If you are
interested in doing this work, please
come to the planning meeting on
Thursday 10th October,
11am at the Bridge Collective

Tuesday 22nd October, 11 am –
4pm
Plymouth

Payment and expenses:
You can take part in this involvement work as a volunteer or receive
payment (there is some paper work to fill in before going on to do paid
work).
Volunteers’ travel expenses available (up to £25).
Travel together from Bridge Collective to the venue is paid by the
Bridge Collective.
Payment rate for all Bridge Collective employees is £10.30 per hour.
Any questions:
Please call Nicola on: 07812 439818 or
email: expertsbexperience@hotmail.co.uk
Messages picked up on Thursdays

!"

Film Showing:

Hearing Voices Event

!#

At the Bridge Collective

Film showing: “Knowing you, knowing you”
by Working to Recovery www.workingtorecovery.co.uk

Thursday 5th September, 2.30 - 4.30pm
Open to all.
Eleanor Longden tells her own story of recovery and discovery: her
journey through the psychiatric system; from being told she would
have more chance of recovering if she had cancer; to becoming an
award winning psychologist working in mental health.
In the DVD Eleanor talks candidly about her experience of abuse,
self-harm and voice hearing. This DVD is challenging, inspirational
and full of hope for people who have these types of experiences,
their families, friends and workers.
2.30 Welcome and cups of tea
2.45-3.25 Watching the first half of: Knowing you, knowing you.
3.25 - 3.45 Cups of tea
3.45 - 4.15 The second half of DVD: Knowing you, knowing you
4.15 - 4.30 Time to talk about what we’ve watched
Bridge Collective Tel: 01392 433358 Email: bridgecollective@hotmail.co.uk
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GOYA! (Get off that arse of yours!)
Yes, I know – here goes ‘Uncle Phil’ expressing himself provocatively again, but at
least with good reason! One of the great ways that people generally sell
themselves and their mental well-being right down the bog (and the river for good
measure) is to NOT go out significantly into reasonably wild countryside and
actually engage with it. With that in mind, it’s fair comment to say that the best
thing you can do with a TV or other addictive means of receiving home
entertainment is to get rid of it and get really living your own life instead, so that life
itself engages your mind and your intelligence, and then the apparent need for
such supposed entertainments no longer exists. That way you are constantly
cultivating your own groundedness, which I have written about here before as a
crucial factor in achieving genuine mental health and well-being.
It’s no coincidence that I was able effectively single-handedly to address and
resolve major issues of garbage (i.e., ‘dark force’) interference and attack (what
would be unhelpfully interpreted by the ‘mental health’ establishment as significant
mental illness), and also happened to be regularly getting out enjoying long and
strenuous hikes in wild places. It was significant that even when the garbage was
really trying to destroy me and seeking to make me kill myself by one means or
another, I still happily and indeed safely included on certain of my hiking routes
exposed cliff-edge paths and indeed the odd exposed scramble, where a simple
error could have led to a fall to my death. Clearly, even with a suicide pressure
from the garbage, I was NOT in real danger of the garbage forcing me over a cliff
edge to become carrion and feed the birdies! When you are on an exposed
scramble with a nice drop below you, even if feeling a bit nervous / afraid, you are
fundamentally enjoying yourself and you simply do not commit or even
significantly think of committing suicide!
The point is, if you are properly engaging with the countryside (rather than drifting
along, having a melancholic little stroll), you are significantly grounding your
awareness and thus making it very much more difficult for the garbage – the
underlying cause of virtually all so-called ‘mental health’ issues – to seriously
interfere with or attack you.
So, I would say, if you seriously want to improve your life and clear out mental
health issues (both those that you are aware of and those of which you are still
unaware), then getting into the way of having quite demanding walks in
countryside that is at least reasonably wild and ‘challenging’ would be an
extremely important step in the right direction.
So far, so good, but now let’s clarify just what I mean by ‘engaging’ with the
countryside. For a start, if at all possible, take in hills and rough terrain, and allow
yourself to have the physical challenge (and strengthening) of steep ascents and
descents. That would need building up from modest routes initially, but would be
much more rewarding and grounding in the long run. In any case, it is the more
hilly terrain that affords the most varied and exciting views. As long as you pick
the easiest and supposedly ‘safest’ options you are still selling yourself short, for
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‘easy option’ generally equates to little or no ‘wow’ factor or real groundedness
cultivation. In this respect, walking along rivers / canals is generally to be avoided,
unless you really have nowhere else to get out, or/and you are also getting out on
a reasonable number of more challenging walks. Indeed, riverside walking can
encourage depressive and non-self-challenging outlooks, so, if that remains the
limit of your countryside experience you are likely to be in trouble.
Another, extremely important aspect of engagement is the taking of real interest in
what you are seeing – particularly in all the aspects of ‘Mother Nature’. So, get
identifying at least some of the plant and animal life that you see – the flowers,
mosses, lichens, fungi, insects, birds, mammals, reptiles and so on. Take the odd
unidentified sightings as challenges to look up in books or online, so you have the
ongoing ‘buzz’ of knowing more and more about what you see when you’re out.
So, you’ve come to recognise the sound of a herring gull, but what on earth is
producing that sort-of gargling cackling coming from the cliff face over there, which
you thought looked just like more seagulls? And indeed, how is it that the rock
strata on that cliff are all folded like that? You may not have obvious nature
interest, but if you give yourself a bit of encouragement you can most likely
change that. Life feels very different when you get progressively understanding
your surroundings.
As for interest in human-historical aspects of the countryside, that can be a
worthwhile addition to the walking experience, of course – BUT I caution that it is
seriously unhealthy to get at all involved with the New Age sort of preoccupation
with ancient stone features and ‘earth energies’, ley lines and so forth. According
to my understanding, all that was part of various types of black magic that was
being practised in those ancient times – and even today engagement with such
things at all is helping cultivate and open up your own connections with the
garbage and thus obstruct genuine improvement in your life situation, and can
potentially open you to current black magic practitioners (many of whom, please
note, identify themselves as ‘lightworkers’, healers and so forth). People who
believe that such preoccupations / interests are benign are in serious trouble
themselves without even knowing it. I explain more about that on my Self
Realization website. At least with nature there are no such hazards and you are
perfectly safe – at least, as regards your mental well-being.
Caution! If you want to play the silly fool, you could do what so many people do
nowadays – do your walking carrying a mobile phone or/and using a personal
stereo. Both those abominations seriously cut you off from real mental
connection / engagement with your natural surroundings. If there’s some reason
why you supposedly ‘must’ carry a mobile phone, at least keep it switched off and
only for emergency use, or maybe, say, to make some arrangement at the end of
a walk. Even carrying a mobile just for emergency use is actually highly
questionable, because it cultivates a certain lack of personal responsibility for
one’s own safety. Also, it is sheer folly to depend on GPS units in lieu of using a
map. GPS units are fashionable, but it is all taking you away from direct
engagement with your surroundings. Better to properly hone your map-reading
abilities.
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I emphasise that I am talking specifically about walking. While running and cycling
each have their own ‘plus’ points, they both have serious disadvantages that the
medical profession is negligently failing to warn people about – at least, sufficiently.
Cycling keeps you to a considerable extent out of touch with your surroundings,
and it forces you into and thus cultivates very harmful spinal alignment (very bad
for you mentally as well as physically). In that respect running may appear to be
better, but it puts too much emphasis on speed and thus not paying proper
attention to your surroundings, and, seriously, at least in the long term it brings
about faster wear of leg joint tissues than the overall rate of tissue repair /
replacement; hence runners having a marked tendency for premature arthritic
knee, hip and ankle conditions. Walking is really what we are evolved to be able
to sustain, so it is no surprise that if we do a lot of running we wear out our leg
machinery and then have a very nasty time of it for the rest of our lives.
I include in my listing below a web page of mine on my own hiking activities, to
give some ideas and whet appetites for ‘serious’ but immensely rewarding walks.
Please note that although I list long routes, they can all be divided into more
modest sections – so “Oh, no, I couldn’t possibly do that!” just won’t wash. You
simply experiment, starting with modest routes and progressively finding out what
you really can do, i.e., at least with the all-important building up your strength and
stamina with graded practice. If you still think “Oh, no, I couldn’t possibly do that!”,
then, unless you have some physical condition that is stopping you, you are simply
being your own most proficient saboteur and need to work on clearing that harmful
belief from your system.
While we are on the subject of enjoying our natural surroundings, I would like to
draw your attention to the fact that my catalogue of commercial CDs of really
beautiful and invigorating natural soundscapes recorded on my hiking outings has
been growing considerably since my last article here (when it really wasn’t a
catalogue at all), and they make MUCH more healthy listening than lots and lots of
music. At the time of writing this I think I have about 25 CDs available, and the
two CDs that I am currently preparing are both particularly beautiful ones of sea
and birds (including the rather spectacular sound of family groups of choughs)
near Land’s End. Or, even better than your buying my CDs, get doing it yourself
and have the thrill of listening to the natural soundscapes that you yourself have
recorded! Now, there’s a healthy challenge for you!
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•

Favourite Great Hikes
www.philipgoddard.com/hikes.htm
Take encouragement and inspiration from the hiking routes that have
repeatedly nurtured and inspired me, and indeed the mode of transport that I
use in order to get to and from my hiking routes!

•

My recordings e-Store
www.philipgoddard.com/e-store.htm
The page not only lists my available natural soundscape CDs but also all
those still ‘in process’ (all with links for 3-minute preview excerpts), and also
all those that are queued for production in the near future.

•

Healing and Self Actualization - The Safest and Quickest Way
www.clarity-of-being.org/healing.htm
Here you can find a wide range of methods presented for resolving
emotional and other issues that you are most likely carrying – and it includes
an expanded section on choosing healthy sounds to listen to.

•

Glossary of Important Terms
www.clarity-of-being.org/glossary.htm
Go here to get explanation of my terms ‘garbage’ and ‘dark force’, ‘earth
energies’, ‘lightworker’, and so forth.

•

Self Realization & Clear-Mindedness (Home Page)
www.clarity-of-being.org
Explore my whole approach to the REAL mental health, which is self
actualization, and is intrinsically DIY, not requiring any professionals or
‘help’, at least to any significant extent.
Philip
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WE NEED YOUR OLD

BIKES!
Exeter Community Bikes (ECB) is a Project that is just starting
in Exeter. It aims to provide unemployed people with the skills,
confidence and knowledge to RECYCLE & RECONDITION
unwanted & abandoned bicycles and in the process reduce landfill,
encourage more environmental awareness and enhance our
community’s health & well-being. Cycling reaches out to people of
all ages, gender, and social class and can act as a vehicle for
engagement with diverse and hard to reach groups.

Have you been meaning to get rid of an old bike cluttering up
your garage, garden or home but didn’t want to send it to the
dump, then this is the perfect scheme to help bring it back to life.
We are currently looking for donations of:
•
•
•
•
•

Unwanted & Abandoned ADULTS Bicycles
Bicycle Parts (Chains, Wheels, etc.)
Bicycle Tools
Bicycle Workshop equipment.
And of course, any financial help you might be able to give
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If you have any donations of the above items please bring
them along or contact:
Jola Pawlikowski (ECB Co-ordinator)
on 01392 205800 Ext.104
or jola@eci.org.uk

The Exeter Community Bike Workshop is open on
Wednesdays - Friday 1pm-5pm
Our workshop has just opened on the lower levels of the
Harlequins Shopping Centre,
Paul Street,
Exeter
EX4 3TT.

Exeter Community Bikes is a project of local Charity
Exeter Community Initiatives
(Registered Charity No: 1026229)
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AGM Meeting Minutes
Apologies: Ali, Ashley, Chris B, Chris H.
Present: Bev, Mike R, Sarah, Nicola, Rick,
Rachel, Sarah E, Andrew.
Date: Thursday 30th May 2013
Subject Heading
Minutes of last
AGM
Election of
Directors

Action/Decision
Read and agreed
Andrew remains as a director.
Mike, Rick and Sarah have been voted in as directors.
Agreed that September Community meeting will be an
Extraordinary General Meeting for the purpose of electing
further directors.

Company Secretary Andrew to continue as Company Secretary.
Financial Update

Draft financial update presented.
Budget review will be in August Community Meeting.

Annual Report

Andrew and Sarah to compile a draft to be circulated in
August and discussed in Septembers general meeting.
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Community Meeting Minutes
Apologies:
Present: Rick, Sarah, Bev, John, Andrew, Nicola.
Number of director’s present: 3
Date: Thursday 16th May 2013
Subject Heading

Action/Decision

Minutes of last
meeting
AGM

Read and agreed

Phone contract

Sarah to consolidate internet and landline to one phone
line.

Food provided by Maia confirmed.
Annual Report preparation - Andrew.
Finances picture presentation - Sarah.
Photos, peer support and Greenwood photos - Andrew.

Experiential drama Sessions finished - possible future sessions
Photography

Clive and Sarah to follow up funding bid for future sessions
- following successful sessions. Photos published on
Meridian Raw website.

Peer Support event Good response - people wanting to visit the Bridge.
Peopleʼs contributions, photos, film went down well. Link to
presentation on website.
Safeguarding
training

Fee for protective behaviour course agreed.

Proposal for hire of Follow up questions.
the Bridge by an
Discuss again at June community meeting.
independent group
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Subject Heading

Action/Decision

Renewal of rental
agreement

Sarah and Rick to look into it.

Donation

Accepted - paper, printers and ink donations accepted and
use printers and use ink up.

Hours allocated

Transfer 24 hours of community development time to
Experts by Experience at 3 hours per month until
December and review then.

Apologies:
Present: Andrew, Gabriella, Priscilla, Mike, John, Bev, Sarah E,
Lena, Nicola, Sarah, Nerak.
Number of director’s present: 3
Date: Thursday 13th June 2013

Subject Heading

Action/Decision

Minutes

Not available, because no internet at the Bridge today.
To be read and agreed at the next meeting.

Caretaker Role

Proposal for voluntary caretaker role, practicalities to be
discussed. Nicola to do role-description.

Rainbow Cafe and Viability of using the space is currently dependent on
Xcentre Music
having a caretaker.
Project
Terms and conditions to be agreed.
Sarah and Nicola to write draft.
Electricity

Andrew to contact Graham for a quote for fixed and
remedial electrical work.
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Subject Heading

Action/Decision

Locking of doors

Andrew to send keyholders an email to remind about
locking up procedures.
Bev to research keypad.

Chairing

Agreed to have a rolling chair, agreed at previous meeting.
Sarah E to chair next month.

Apologies: Rick
Present: Andrew, Bev, Sarah, Nicola, Priscilla, Nerak, Sarah E,
Rachel, Mike
Number of director’s present: 3
Date: Thursday 11th July 2013

Subject Heading

Action/Decision

Minutes from last
meeting

Minutes of May and June meetings read - to be agreed
when we have a quorum

Matters arising

Agreed to share the cost of the electrics with the
landlord

Role of volunteer
caretaker

Role description agreed (with amendments) Contact
procedures still to be discussed

Room hire and
room use

Agreed that we will put together a room use agreement.
To be discussed at a future date. To be decided whether
we hire rooms at the Bridge

Insurance

At the moment we donʼt have hirers liability insurance.
The Bridge Collective needs to see any outside groups
public liability insurance certificate before they use the
space. Andrew to email Rainbow Cafe about this

Printers

New account set up with StormPress Printers
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Subject Heading

Action/Decision

Community and
Development
hours

Andrew dropping four hours in April. Job description
available to be read in preparation for discussion at next
Community Meeting, to plan for changes

Looking after
ourselves, looking
after each other

Protective behaviour feedback to be brought to
supervision on 25th July

Disclaimer

Agreed to display disclaimer

Feedback from
safeguarding
training

Safeguarding actions timetable to be brought to next
Community Meeting

Inner door glass
panel

Price of fitting, Bev to research

To be carried over

Volunteer policy review
Company Secretary role review
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Extra Ordinary General meeting of the Bridge Collective
to be held on 12 September 2013 at 1.20 to 3.20pm
At the Bridge Collective, Unit 4, 7-9 King Street, Exeter, EX1 1BQ
Agenda
1. Election of Directors
2. Review of finances

The Bridge Collective currently has 4 directors, one less than the minimum
required by our constitution, which allows us to have from five to eleven
directors.
We are therefore making the regular September Community Meeting an
official extraordinary general members meeting in order to elect additional
directors in accordance with our memorandum and articles.
Members will recieve notice of this meeting by post.
It is important that we do this so that we comply with company law and are
able to continue to operate. This means we need a good turnout of members
to ensure a quorum. If you are a member, please attend if you possibly can,
and if you are not able to, please consider appointing another member as
your proxy using the form which you will receive in the post. If your
membership is not up to date, renewal forms are available at the Bridge.
It is important also that we have volunteers to take on the role of director.
Since the AGM on 30th May the directors have been: Rick Wolkers; Mike
Rabjohns; Sarah Everson; Andrew Barkla. They will continue in office, so
there are vacancies for up to 7 more directors. Information about the role of
directors and the process for appointment is available at the Bridge office or
online at this address:
http://bridgecollective.sharepoint.com/Pages/DirectorsInformationPack.aspx.
If you think you might be willing and able to take on the role, please come
along to the meeting and be ready to tell other members what you think you
could offer as a director.
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One of the conditions for becoming a director is that you must have
participated in a number of Bridge Community Meetings. If you do not fulfil
this condition but are interested in being a director, please come along to the
meeting and express your interest, and please consider attending as many
community meetings as you can so that you can decide whether to put
yourself forward in the future. This will be a big help to the Bridge, because
we need a pool of potential future directors.
We will also be using this meeting to review our financial position. Because
our funding is always tight we have set budgets to ensure we remain
financially viable and will be reviewing these quarterly at Community
Meetings. This also enables all members to share decisions about how we
want to allocate our funds.

Thank you to Ian
for a donation of
paper, printers and
printing ink

